


What Do You See?



Who are MASA & MidWest?

MASA (Milwaukee Area Skywarn Association) 
& MidWest SSTRC are 501(c)3 Non-Profit 
Organizations dedication to the early 
detection and early detection of severe 
storms, providing critical ground truth 
information to the NWS and other 
recognized agencies as requested.

www.mke-skywarn.org
www.midwestsstrc.org



Program Outline
 Radar Overview & History

 Radar Basics & Limitations

 Reflectivity  & Velocity signatures

 Downburst Signatures

 Tornado Signatures

 Radarscope Stuff



Radar Observations
• By-product of World War II
• Acronym radar stands for RAdio Detection And Ranging
• Radar initially developed to detect other aircraft
• Precipitation got in the way of detecting other aircraft
• Adopted to civilian use after WWII
• Varity of radar systems in 1950s

WSR3         
Ft. Wayne, IN

mid-1950s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many countries during WWII were experimenting with radar observations aimed at aircraft and submarine detection, including the U.S. Russia, Japan, Canada,, England, Germany.Research was done at a variety of radar warvelengths.WSR = Weather Surveillance Radar



Radar Observations
• Technology advances in the 1950s and 1960s resulted 

in improved radar imagery.
• Initially, just location and movement of precipitation, 

then intensity became available. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image was fairly accurate for position/placement of precipitation, but lacked resolution and no velocity data available.



Radar Observations
• From 1990 to 1997, NWS upgraded to WSR 88-D 

Doppler radar system. 
• Greater resolution, velocity information, rainfall 

estimates.
• WFO Milwaukee/Sullivan upgraded Oct 1993.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
122 WFOs upgraded. Additional 38 military sites upgraded.In 1842 (172 years ago) an Austrian physicist, Christian Doppler, proposed in a paper that the “Doppler effect” is a change in frequency of a wave for an observer moving relative to its source.



Radar Observations

• Basic radar – provides location/intensity/movement of 
precipitation & other targets

• Doppler radar – provides…
a. Better resolution and intensity gradients
b. Velocity and movement of targets
c. Rough rainfall estimates

• Dual-Polarization radar – additional benefits…
a. Resolution of precipitation types
b. Better rainfall estimates (removal of hail 

contamination)
c. Better detection of non-meteorological targets 

(tornado debris, smoke, birds)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radar is a form of remote sensing such as thermometers, satellites, cat-scans, ultra-sound scans, x-rays, etc.



Radar Observations
• Radar energy is a form of electro-magnetic 

energy…consisting of electric and magnetic fields.
• Part of signal reflects off of targets (reflectivity) & 

returns to radar site.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dual-pol radar, discussed later, utilizes both horizontal and vertical components (dual polarization). Therefore, one can determine the shape and orientation of targets such has rain drops and hail stones using dual-pol.  Since conventional radar utilizes only a horizontal component it can’t determine the shape of a target, but it can tell you where it is located.  



Radar Observations
• The amount of reflected energy                                 

is directly proportional to the size                                           
and density (concentration) of                                 
the targets.

• Large, round targets (hail) are                                
ideal reflectors compared to                                 
snow or rain drops.

• A high density or concentration                                 
of small to medium size targets                              
can reflect as much radar energy 
as just a few, but large targets.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pink-colored area in image most likely large hail.



Reflectivity (dBz)

Precipitation
Mode

Clear Air
Mode

Reflectivity imagery has 
a variety of colors 
depicted.

Colors represent 
variations in the 
intensity (power) of 
reflected radar energy.

Intensity variations are 
plotted on a scale in 
terms of decibels 
(dBz)…pronounced d-
b-z.

Two operational modes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two Clear Air Mode exist and operate under the strategy of five elevations scans (the lowest five) in 10 minutes.There are seven strategies for precipitation mode.  They vary from the lowest 9 elevations to all fourteen elevations in 4 to 6 minutes.Typically, the warning meteorologist will work the radar harder during severe weather and want imagery from all fourteen elevation slices every 4 minutes.  



Doppler Radar
• In 1 hour of operation, it transmits only 5.7 

seconds. So it listens 99.843% of the time for 
reflected energy!

• dBz is converted to a rainfall rate of millimeters 
per hour (or inches per hour).

• Rain usually reaches the ground at about 15 to 
20 dBz.

• dBz values above 55 usually indicate hail is 
present.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most other commercial radars have peak power of 250 to 500 Kw and their signal wavelength is 5 to 8 cm, and their beamwidth is 1.4 to 2 degrees.  Consequently, these other radars don’t have the same resolution and ability to detect precipitation or other targets as well as the NWS’s WSR-88D Doppler radar system.



dBz – Rainfall Rates (at ground)

dBZ R (mm/h) Rate (in/hr) Intensity
5 0.07 < 0.01 Hardly Noticeable
10 0.15 < 0.01 Light Mist
15 0.3 0.01 Mist
20 0.6 0.02 Very Light
25 1.3 0.05 Light
30 2.7 0.1 Light to Moderate
35 5.6 0.22 Moderate Rain
40 11.53 0.45 Moderate Rain
45 23.7 0.92 Moderate to Heavy
50 48.6 1.90 Heavy
55 100 4 Very Heavy / Small Hail
60 205 8 Extreme / Moderate Hail
65 421 16.6 Extreme / Large Hail



Precipitation
Mode

What is Detected by Doppler Radar?
• Boundaries (lake-breeze, cold front)
• Cloud streets
• Insect swarms
• Smoke plumes
• Cloud bases and tops
• Bird migrations
• Sunrise/sunset “spikes”
• Vehicle convoy movement on freeways
• Chaff (military counter-measure)
• Rain
• Snow
• Hail
• Tornado debris
• Meso-scale circulations: suggest tornado
• Powerful thunderstorm winds

Clear-Air
Mode

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lower receiver noise level (better hardware) and the higher peak power allow the WSR-88D system to detect more than just precipitation.Clear-Air mode is better in detecting the first 8 items above while precipitation mode is better in detecting the last 6 items.  However, the first 8 items above can be detected in precipitation mode if the reflected signal is appreciable.



Doppler Radar

Continuous operation going from 0.5 degree to 19.5 degree tilt 
or slice (one volume scan has 14 elevation slices).

Scan cycle repeats itself.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Doppler radar never stops working.  It rotates twice per elevation slice in the lower slices and then is elevated to the next higher slice.  After the radar samples the 19.5 degree slice, it is automatically  lowered to 0.5 degree and the process repeats itself.A complete sampling from 0.5 degree to 19.5 degrees is called a “volume scan.” Time duration for each volume scan can vary from 4 minutes to 10 minutes (operator-controlled).  Therefore, you’ll see a new 0.5 degree base reflectivity image on the Internet once every 4 to 5 minutes, and so on.An agreement with the FAA dictates that volume cans always be generated due to airplane safety concerns.



Radar can detect 
Meso-cyclone

Radar beam cannot see lower portion of storm “B”

Radar

A B

Radar Limitations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s now look as some radar limitations. The radar antenna is angled upward slightly (at 0.5 degrees) on its lowest level scan. This reduces ground clutter around the radar (ground clutter are objects like trees and buildings close to the radar which will produce a “signal” that looks much like precipitation). Therefore, as the radar beam travels away from the radar, it is positioned higher up in the atmosphere. In addition, the curvature of the earth also contributes to this effect. Storms close to the radar can usually be thoroughly sampled from bottom to top. However, the radar beam may only be able to intersect the mid to upper levels of a thunderstorm that is at a greater distance from the radar. In the above example, the radar will be able to scan the lowest portion of storm “A” while in storm “B” the radar cannot see low enough to sample the lowest portion of that storm. Many important features exist in, or near, the lower levels of thunderstorms. It is possible that the radar will not able to observe these low level features near, or within, a thunderstorm as the radar beam may pass above them. A spotter can be used to compensate for this lack of low level data.



Supercell Structure

www.weatheredge.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tilted updraft allows for a long-lived updraft tower since rain and rain-cooled air in downdraft fall downstream…and do not undercut updraft. Rear flank downdraft is needed to help spin up tornado.  It wraps itself around rotating wall cloud and provides extra rotational spin to the rotation of air found below rotating wall cloud. Some of the rear flank downdraft air is ingested by updraft tower which is above rotating wall cloud. The temperature of the air in the rear flank downdraft can’t be too cool since some of this air goes back up into the updraft. Raising cooler air takes extra work…and this extra work takes energy away from the rotating column of air below the cloud base and in the lower portion of the storm.  When you tke energy away, you slow down the rotation...so either a tornado will not develop or an existing tornado will start to dissipate. 



Radar Beam Height Issue

16,000 FT

8,000 FT

1,600 FT

Beam Center 
Above Ground 

Level



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uses the principle of doppler shift to determine the speed of falling rain drops and other targets.What is the doppler shift effect?Think about how a train horn changes pitch as it moves towards you.Targets moving toward the radar are painted with green colors.  Targets moving away from the radar are painted with red colors.



Radar Site

Velocity measured only 
along the radial (parallel)  
not perpendicular to the 
radar beam.

Radial of  
radar beam



Green – inbound flow
Red – outbound flow

Put paddle-wheel in 
middle of this velocity 
couplet – it will rotate 
counter-clockwise 

Look for orientation of 
velocity couplet (line 
connecting green-red 
blobs) to be perpendicular 
to radial.



Cyclonic Rotation

Convergence

Divergence

Anti-Cyclonic 
Rotation



Doppler Radar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azimuth refers to horizontal. At long distances from radar, the beam is bigger due to spreading out.  Consequently, the horizontal component of the beam at greater distances will be bigger than the target (mesocyclone rotation). Therefore the velocity values of the mesocyclone are washed out (averaged out to near zero).  Closer to the radar site the horizontal component of the radar beam is smaller than the target.  Therefore, the in-bound and out-bound velocity values are not washed out – the target can be resolved or identified. 





Doppler Radar

Base Reflectivity (0.5 degree slice/tilt)

Storm Relative Velocity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doppler radar provided better resolution of intensity of rainfall and also the internal motions within storms, called Storm Relative Motion (velocity).Targets moving away from radar site (toward bottom of this slide) are painted as red.  Targets moving toward the radar site are painted green.Two small, bright green-red patches adjacent to each other are called a “velocity couplet.” This couplet represents the so-called “mesocyclone” signature within the rotating updraft of a potentially tornadic thunderstorm.





Doppler Radar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In reality, about 80% of the radar beam energy lies within the main lobe defined by the ½ power points.



Ground Clutter



Doppler Radar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Super-refraction is most common on clear, calm nights with a strong, low-level inversion, or in areas where the lower atmosphere has been stabilized by rain-cooled air in the wake of a thunderstorm complex. Radar over-estimates target heights (radar will paint storm at  a higher elevation based on the standard refraction idea). .Sub-refraction can occur in layers of air with an unstable lapse rate…progressively getting colder the higher you go…when lapse rate approaches dry-adiabatic and moisture increases with height.  (Inverted – V).  Leads to under-estimates of storm heights (radar will paint storm at  a lower elevation based on the standard refraction idea).Today’s NWS doppler system incorporates temperature profiles of the atmosphere in order to minimize the refraction problem.  However, this correciton isn’t 100%



AP refers to false echoes 
due to trapped radar signal 
during temperature 
inversions.
“Super-refraction”

The area circled in red is 
anomalous propagation.  
The area circled in green 
is a tornadic thunderstorm.

AP does not move but 
disappears when inversion 
falls apart.

Anomalous Propagation





NWS Radar Page

Reflectivity:
* Composite
* Base

Velocity:
* Storm Relative
* Base

www.weather.gov/mkx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On all National Weather Service (NWS) web sites you can access radar imagery by clicking on the radar link. The display above is standard.  Blue column on left side contains links to specific radar images or loops.Storm relative velocity imagery shows wind speed and direction of air circulations as if the circulation were stationary (relative to the circulation).  This gives one a sense of how strong a circulation within a storm is and whether it isi strong enough to result in a tornado below cloud baseBase velocity imagery shows wind speed and direction of wind flow relative to the ground.  Consequently, circulation signatures can be slightly washed out since the storm is usually moving.



What to Use
• Base Reflectivity – to see reflectivity values at any 

one of the 14 elevation slices.  The 0.5 degree slice is 
the default image on NWS web sites.

• Composite – to see what the maximum dBz value is 
within the storm over a single geographical point. The 
storm may have higher dBz values aloft. What goes up 
must come down!

• Base Velocity – to see wind speed values relative to 
the ground (what you’d feel) at any one of the 14 
elevation slices. The 0.5 degree slice is the default 
image on NWS web sites. Straight-line winds.

• Storm Relative Velocity – to see what the rotational 
wind speeds are within a circulation, as if you were 
traveling with the storm.  Tornadic storms.



NWS Radar Page

Always check the 
time-stamp, radar 
system may be down.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On all National Weather Service (NWS) web sites you can access radar imagery by clicking on the radar link. The display above is standard.  Blue column on left side contains links to specific radar images or loops.Storm relative velocity imagery shows wind speed and direction of air circulations as if the circulation were stationary (relative to the circulation).  This gives one a sense of how strong a circulation within a storm is and whether it isi strong enough to result in a tornado below cloud baseBase velocity imagery shows wind speed and direction of wind flow relative to the ground.  Consequently, circulation signatures can be slightly washed out since the storm is usually moving.



Base Reflectivity Versus     
Composite Reflectivity

0.5 degree “tilt”

3.5 degree “tilt”
Base shows you dBz in 
only one of any of the 
14 elevation slices

Composite shows you 
max dBz found in any 
of the 14 elevation 
slices.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The base reflectivity image is locked in at an elevation of ½ degree above the horizon. It intersects only the lower portion of a thunderstorm.  There may be greater reflectivity values (larger rain drops and possibly hail) higher up in the storm but the base reflectivity image will not capture the greater returns aloft.  In other words, in looking just at base reflectivity images you wouldn’t know if a storm looked more potent aloft.A composite radar image displays the greatest reflectivity value within the vertical column above a ground point.  Therefore, if a storm has large reflectivity values in the middle portion of its structure, those higher reflectivity values will be plotted in the composite image.



Base Reflectivity Versus 
Composite Reflectivity

Base Reflectivity Composite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick look at both the base reflectivity and composite image will tell you if the storm is “holding” more rain and/or hail aloft.  Eventually what goes up must come down!



Base Vs Composite Reflectivity



Volumemetric View of  Supercell
May 25, 2008 Parkersburg, IA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note how volume of dBz 50 or higher changes with height. Composite reflectivity image will show highest values over a geographic point.  The lowest base reflectivity scan of ½ degree is shown on a horizontal plane in the bottom of the image.



Base Velocity Versus                       Storm 
Relative Velocity

100 mph

100 mph 130 mph

70 mph

Stationary Circulation
“Storm Relative Velocity”

Circulation moving
east at 30 mph
“Base velocity”.

Ground
velocity

Ground
velocity

T T



Range Folding

In Base Velocity & Storm 
Relative Velocity images.

Purple color: “Range Folding”

Radar system has difficulty 
determining velocity 
information due to interference 
from targets at a greater 
distance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radar computer system unable to properly determine velocity values in purple-colored areas due to range-folding.  Range-folding occurs when a radar pulse reflects off a target at a greater distance and is unable to return to the radar site before the next pulse is transmitted. Or there may be nearby and distant targets with both sending reflected energy. Radar computer can’t tell if reflected energy is coming from a near-by target or a distant target.



Radar Image – Wind Turbine Farms

Note the “echo” does 
not move.  There are 
no clouds or 
precipitation in the 
area. 

The bottom of the 
radar beam intersects 
with the top of the 
moving turbine 
blades.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom of the beam of the lowest radar slice (1/2 degree) senses the top of the wind turbine blades.  Wind turbines are found on hills or ridges.



Radar Image – Bird Flocks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flocks of birds leaving lakes/marshes.  November 23, 2012.



Chaff  – Military Countermeasure

Highly reflective 
material like 
aluminum which 
floats slowly 
downward

Released by military 
planes in order to 
confuse enemy and 
make it more difficult 
to detect your planes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
View of chaff released by military planes.  The wind then takes the chaff downstream.



Radar Image – Sunset Spike

Interference between Sun’s energy with Doppler signal
when Sun near horizon (near sunrise or sunset)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the sun sets there is a brief time when the sun’s radiation beam points directly at the dish of the NWS’s Doppler radar system.  This results in an interference at those wavelengths around 10 to 11 cm.  Remember, the sun emits radiation at many different wavelengths.  We see only the visible light which has wavelengths of 0.4 to 0.7 microns, much smaller than a wavelength of 10 to 11 cm.



Radar Image – Smoke Plume

Note: any moving 
“target” on radar is 
being moved/pushed 
by the wind.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smoke plume drifting northeast on southwest low-level winds. March 10, 2012. 



10-min Break



Low-level Boundaries
Rain-cooled air (wind) 
flowing out of the base of a 
thunderstorm (downdraft) 
has a leading edge called 
“gust front.”

Gust front  acts as a mini-
cold front and is called a 
low-level boundary.

It can initiate or enhance 
showers and storms via 
“uplift.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Temperature and humidity contrasts in the air on either side of a lake-breeze front shows up as a thin blue-colored line on radar.  This boundary pushes inland due to daytime heating ahead of it.  Essentially lake breezes are a dry mini-cold-front.The animation image shows a lake-breeze pushing west while a dry cold front drops south through Wisconsin.  An accumulation of dust, pollen, and insects was concentated in the boundaries resulting in higher reflectivity returns (narrow band of yellow reflectivity values).



Storm Intensification
Intersecting Low-Level 

Boundaries

10 minutes ago                                    Now



Low-level Boundaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Temperature and humidity contrasts in the air on either side of a lake-breeze front shows up as a thin blue-colored line on radar.  This boundary pushes inland due to daytime heating ahead of it.  Essentially lake breezes are a dry mini-cold-front.The animation image shows a lake-breeze pushing west while a dry cold front drops south through Wisconsin.  An accumulation of dust, pollen, and insects was concentated in the boundaries resulting in higher reflectivity returns (narrow band of yellow reflectivity values).



Outflow Boundaries

Outflow Boundary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outflow Boundary: A surface boundary formed by the horizontal spreading of thunderstorm-cooled air. 	- A storm-scale or mesoscale boundary separating thunderstorm-cooled air (outflow) from the surrounding 	air has a temperature gradient similar to a cold front, with passage marked by a wind shift and usually a drop 	in temperature. 









May 30, 2001 Texas Storm

Note 
thunderstorm 
outflow 
boundaries –
…thin green
or blue lines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thunderstorms “exhale” rain, hail, and rain-cooled air in the form of strong, gusty winds.  All of this is called “outflow.”   The leading edge of the “outflow” is depicted by thin green or blue lines.  Essentially, you’re looking at small cold fronts generated by rain-cooled air.   Some of the rain in storms evaporates before it reaches the ground and becomes heavier.  Gravity then accelerates the rain-cooled air down to the earth’s surface in the form of gusty winds.You can see the wind direction and speed change (in the station model plot) after an outflow boundary moves through a given area.  







Bow 
Echo



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Weak rain-wrapped tornado possible in the bookend vortex area.



June 16, 2014 Tornadoes

Bookend Vortex

Dane County, WI



Sep 2, 2011 AppletonWI Wind Storm

Base Reflectivity     Base Velocity

Look for a large glob of green/blue or red – straight-line winds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Red circle indicates powerful thunderstorm winds in excess of 60 mph moving through Appleton area. Green-blue colors are in-bound winds moving toward the Green Bay radar site.





Base Velocity

Tstm Downburst 
Winds



Base Velocity  June 21, 2011

Straight-line winds – 80 to 100 mph Waukesha County



Downburst Winds
Decending Reflectivity Core

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What goes up must come down.  Reflectivity core, as seen in GR3, descends prior to onset of damaging winds at ground. 



Joplin, MO, EF5 Tornado



Joplin, MO, EF5 Tornado



https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_em
bedded&v=ugdNiW8YSxI

May 31, 2013
Norman Radar Loops

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=playe
r_detailpage&v=qGiHqQ2xiNQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ugdNiW8YSxI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=qGiHqQ2xiNQ


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H
ncWemM5fJc

May 20, 2013
Moore, OK EF5 Tornado

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HncWemM5fJc


May 19, 2013
Shanee, OK Tornado

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYu1
FZ3ieXA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYu1FZ3ieXA


Non-Tstm Severe Winds

 A large  area of  high winds gusting to 58 mph 
or higher.

 Showers or storms have ended, leaving behind 
a gradient of  air pressure that forces winds to 
become stronger.

 Known as a “Wake Low” situation.

 The NWS will issue a “High Wind Warning” for 
these events.

 Damaging winds may persist for an hour or so.



Non-Tstm Severe Winds



Wake Low

Tight surface pressure gradient on back side of 
convective complex results in wind speed increase



Tornadic Thunderstorm

Storm-scale 
rotation

High reflectivity

Hook echo

(debris ball 
at end?)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hook echo guarantees rotation within the storm, but doesn’t guarantee a tornado is present.  Some researchers suggest only about 10% of radar-detected meso-cyclones are related to a tornado.



Supercell Structure

Base Reflectivity                      Storm Relative Velocity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RFD, wrapping around the updraft, creates a hook echo and can either enhance the rotation, helping create a tornado or can cut off the updraft from the warm moist air needed to sustain the storm.



The radar presentation of the supercell that spawned a 
long-tracked tornado across Alabama on 27 April 2011.  It 
shows a distinct hook echo for most of the time.  This is a 
supercellular tornadic thunderstorm.





June 7, 2007 Tornadoes



June 7, 2007 Long-Track Tornado

Base Reflectivity



June 7, 2007 Long-Track Tornado

Storm Relative Velocity



4 in 1

Base Reflectivity                  Storm Relative Velocity



4 in 1

Base Reflectivity                  Storm Relative Velocity



May 20, 2013 Moore Tornado

Base Reflectivity



May 20, 2013 Moore Tornado

Storm Relative Velocity



May 20, 2013 Moore Tornado

Storm Relative Velocity



June 21, 2010 EF2 Eagle WI Tornado

Base Reflectivity     Storm Relative Velocity











Chad Woodward Tweet



Chad Woodward Tweet



Do You See the Meso-cyclone?



Do You See the Downburst?



Tornado-warned Tstm in Texas
 The next two slides shows a supercell thunderstorm 

which was tornado-warned.

 The first slide is a 4-panal of  SuperRes Reflectivity 
(Base reflectivity) consisting of  the 4 lowest tilts.

 The second slide is a 4-panal of  Storm Relative 
Velocity consisting of  the 4 lowest tilts.

 Note how the storm structure changes with height. 
Circulation gets weaker and less defined with 
height.



1 2

3 4



1 2

3 4



Reed 
Timmer
Tweet



Tornado-warned Supercell



Classic Supercell

X X

Radar 
site

Radar 
site

Storm Relative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At left: 0.5 degree reflectivity image.  Obvious hook echo apparent in the SW portion of the storm.  At right: 0.5 degree velocity image.  Very tight circulation apparent.  Doppler radar is located to the S of this storm.  Green indicates air parcels moving toward the radar, red indicates air parcels moving away from the radar.  This indicates strong, counterclockwise (cyclonic) rotation in this particular supercell.  Be wary though, not every tornado producing storm cell is going to resemble a classic supercell!



Storm Splitting

1 2

3 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Splitting Storm: A thunderstorm which splits into two storms which follow diverging paths (a left mover and a right mover). The left mover typically moves faster than the original storm, the right mover, slower. Of the two, the left mover is most likely to weaken and dissipate, but on rare occasions can become a very severe anticyclonic-rotating storm, while the right mover is the one most likely to reach supercell status. Left Mover: A thunderstorm which moves to the left relative to the steering winds, and to other nearby thunderstorms. This is often the northern part of a splitting storm. Right Mover: A thunderstorm that moves appreciably to the right relative to the main steering winds and to other nearby thunderstorms. Right movers typically are associated with a high potential for severe weather. From the National Weather Service at Louisville, KY:1: 0.5 degree base reflectivity data showing a severe storm in progress across southern Dubois county in south-central Indiana, NW of Louisville. The storm was moving east-northeast producing strong winds and hail. The heaviest rain and hail were located in the western quadrant of the storm, to the left depicted in red, with lighter rain to the east. 2: Ten to twenty minutes later, the storm was undergoing a split with two distinct cells apparent. Note that the tightest reflectivity gradient was on the south side of the southern storm and the north side of the northern storm. This is typical in "mirror-image" splitting storms and represents the most likely location within these type of storms for severe weather phenomena. 3: About 10 minutes later, the splitting process continued. Note that the red colored areas were now completely separate with lighter reflectivity returns between the 2 storms. This likely was a downdraft area that was promoting the split. The southern storm started to take on some curvature on its southern flank indicating an increase in severe weather activity. 4: The split was complete 10 to 20 minutes later with an almost mirror effect to the 2 storms, albeit a stronger southern storm. The "left mover" to the north had a tight reflectivity gradient on its northern side where strong winds and hail occurred. This storm then weakened after this time. The southern "right moving" storm was evolving into a classic supercell with a hook echo on its southwest flank and a "V notch,“ as depicted by the red colors, blocking flow pattern aloft, just downwind in reflectivity data. The first tornado (F2) touched down around this time with the southern cell. The southern cell continued to evolve after the split.  After it’s first tornado dissipated, it dropped golf ball sized hail in SW Jefferson County, KY.  Soon later, a second strong tornado developed, F3-F4 damage reported, near the town of Mt. Washington, KY.  



Deviant Storm Motion

“Average” storm 
motion NE 30 
mph

Slower/right 
mover –
suggests storm 
rotation

Faster/left mover 
– hail/downburst 
potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More common with splitting storms.  Northern piece will moves more to left of original path (and speed up) while second piece will move more right and at a slower speed.  Mesocyclone and possible tornado with left-mover.



Cell Merger

Outflow

Lake
Breeze

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the National Weather Service Office at Green Bay, WI.  Merging cells can lead to flash flood rains due to intense rainfalls.At left: Radar reflectivity just before cell merger- two distinct cell cores in close proximity to each other.At right: Radar reflectivity just under one half hour later after storm merger with one distinct storm core.  This storm went on to produce greater than 2.00” in diameter hail, and a distinct hook echo that eventually produced a tornado in Manitowoc County.  





Radarscope “Stuff”
Time Stamp

Number of Wrngs in U.S

Radar Site

Radar “sweep”

Open other menu bar



Radarscope “Stuff”

Cell phone location ‘mark”

Map of radar sites

Product (image) Name

Looping

Settings



Radarscope 
Images

When you tap on Tilt 1, a 
pop-up menu listing the 
lowest 4 slices appears.



Radarscope 
Images



Radarscope 
Images



Radarscope 
Images



Radarscope 
Images

Close this menu line

Addition action –
forward image

Marker for radar site

Annotate tool







Radar Observations
• Radar energy is a form of electro-magnetic 

energy…consisting of electric and magnetic fields.
• Weather radars typically transmit/receive in a single 

electric field (single polarization – usually horizontal).
• Radar pulses – 1000 per second                            

(Pulse Repetition Frequency).                            98.
• Part of signal reflects off of targets                    

(reflectivity) & returns to radar site.
• Signal can be attenuated by                                   

heavy rains (internal scattering &                    
absorption), leaving less energy                                   
to reflect off of targets downstream.                          
This leads to under-estimate of rain intensity & amount.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dual-pol radar, discussed later, utilizes both horizontal and vertical components (dual polarization). Therefore, one can determine the shape and orientation of targets such has rain drops and hail stones using dual-pol.  Since conventional radar utilizes only a horizontal component it can’t determine the shape of a target, but it can tell you where it is located.  



What is Dual Pol? 
 Dual–Pol radar signal consists of  both a horizontal 

and vertical component.  Legacy Doppler Radar 
signal consists of  only horizontal component.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changed text from “Polygon Eliminates Area False Alarmed” to “Polygon Eliminates False Alarm for Area”



Dual-Polarization Overview
 Radar pulse transmits both horizontal and vertical 

components – can determine shape and orientation 
of target.

 Better rainfall estimates since                          hail 
hail contamination is removed.

 Precipitation types are                         determined by 
algorithms.  Not perfect!

 Can’t predict tornado ahead of time!

 Can confirm likelihood of tornado (debris ball).



Dual Polarization Radar



Dual Polarization
 Better precipitation estimation

 Improved detection / mitigation of  non-
weather echoes

 Melting-layer identification

 Hydrometeor classification

 Tornado debris ball signature
 But does not improve lead time of  tornado 

warnings



















Dual-Polarization Precipitation Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image above is available in each elevation slice. Can be composited into a vertical cross-section, which is shown in Aukerman/Knox’s Meteorology text book.. 



Precipitation Types 

10 “target” classifications
3 additional classifications: no data, unknown, and range-folding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 10 distinct “target” classifications, ranging from biological (birds, insects) to hail.  Additionally, there are 3 other classifications – no data plotted, unknown, and range-folding.  The red color represents hail, or in some cases, rain-coated hail.  



Dual-Polarization Rainfall Estimate

Dual-Polarization                 Old Doppler Legacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hail contamination in the old legacy product lead to an over-estimate of rainfall amounts.  Mathematically is can be removed, at least partially, Hailstones are a good reflector due to their size.



Dual-Pol Overview
 Dual-pol product: Correlation Coefficient (CC)

 High values = precipitation

 Low values = non-meteorological targets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Precipitation (snow or rain) is more uniform and consistent (horizontally and vertically in shape and density), leading to a higher degree of confidence and correlation.Non-meteorological targets display more noise and chaotic motions, shapes, and density from one volume scan to the next, leading to a lower correlation. 





Correlation Coefficient

Reflectivity

CC less than 0.85 (golf ball+ hail)



Correlation Coefficient



Dual-Pol Overview
 Dual-pol product: Differential Reflectivity (ZDR)

 Higher values = horizontal component larger (rain drops 
flatten out – oblate – more likely rain)

 Low values = snow/crystals more likely

 Zero value = hail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Precipitation (snow or rain) is more uniform and consistent (horizontally and vertically in shape and density), leading to a higher degree of confidence and correlation.Non-meteorological targets display more noise and chaotic motions, shapes, and density from one volume scan to the next, leading to a lower correlation. 



Differential Reflectivity

Reflectivity

ZDR near zero or slightly neg 





Differential Reflectivity



Specific Differential Phase 
 Dual-pol product: Specific Differential Phase (KDP)

 Higher values = horizontal component larger (rain drops 
flatten out – oblate – more likely rain, or rain mixed with 
hail, or rain with melting hail.

 Near zero values = snow/ice/crystals more likely

 KDP not plotted when CC < 0.90

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Precipitation (snow or rain) is more uniform and consistent (horizontally and vertically in shape and density), leading to a higher degree of confidence and correlation.Non-meteorological targets display more noise and chaotic motions, shapes, and density from one volume scan to the next, leading to a lower correlation. 



Specific Differential Phase 

Higher
values of 
KDP where 
reflectivity is 
highest 
suggests 
very heavy 
rain, or rain-
coated hail 
which is 
melting.
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Presentation Notes
Precipitation (snow or rain) is more uniform and consistent (horizontally and vertically in shape and density), leading to a higher degree of confidence and correlation.Non-meteorological targets display more noise and chaotic motions, shapes, and density from one volume scan to the next, leading to a lower correlation. 



Specific Differential Phase 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Precipitation (snow or rain) is more uniform and consistent (horizontally and vertically in shape and density), leading to a higher degree of confidence and correlation.Non-meteorological targets display more noise and chaotic motions, shapes, and density from one volume scan to the next, leading to a lower correlation. 



0.5 deg slice
Hi reflect core, ZDR is 
low…suggests hail Is dominant
Low CC values…0.92 to 
0.95…suggest large hail >2 
inches…since it is not too 
low…
KDP is very high in 
core…suggests this hail is 
mixed with a large amount of 
rain…suggesting this hail is 
melting…but the hail is still big 
enough to dominate the ZDR 
signal…we know that cuz ZDR 
is so low. So, plenty of liquid 
moisture…rain…and/or melting 
hail

Putting it All Together (1) 



Upper left…Z= high reflect values in ball in 
hook.
Upper right…ZDR…minimum in ball area.

Lower right…CC = minimum  in ball…less 
than 0.95 by far.  In fact it’s close of 0.70.  
The only pcpn that could have a CC so 
low would be giant hail…and we know 
giant  hail will not be found in middle of a 
meso.

Lower left picture…”blank” area in 
KDP…indicating it wasn’t 
calculated…which happens if CC is 
unreliable (too much variance).

So it has to be a TDS (Tornado Debris 
Signature).

Note velocity couplet = mesocyclone!

Putting it All Together (2) 
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